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Given the highly variable physical layer characteristics in cognitive radio sensor networks
(CRSN), it is indispensable to provide the performance analysis for cognitive radio users for
smooth operations of the higher layer protocols. Taking into account the dynamic spectrum
access, this paper formulates the two fundamental performance metrics in CRSN; band-
width and delay. The performance is analyzed for a CSMA-based medium access control
protocol that uses a common control channel for secondary users (SUs) to negotiate the
wideband data traffic channel. The two performance metrics are derived based on the fact
that SUs can exploit the cognitive radio to simultaneously access distinct traffic channels in
the common interference region. This feature has not been exploited in previous studies in
estimating the achievable throughput and delay in cognitive radio networks. Performance
analysis reveals that dedicating a common control channel for SUs enhances their aggre-
gated bandwidth approximately five times through the possibility of concurrent transmis-
sions on different traffic channels and reduces the packet delay significantly.

� 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In the recent past, cognitive radio network (CRN) has
gained overwhelming recognition in a great deal of wireless
networks, which are not limited to the envisioned infra-
structure based networks but also infrastructureless ad
hoc networks. This is mainly realized due to the challenges
faced by the pervasive wireless networks, which are primar-
ily the spectrum scarcity and hostile propagation environ-
ment. Wireless sensor networks (WSNs), which are
supposed to operate in the saturated free ISM bands and de-
ployed in usually harsh environment, are the potential can-
didates to benefit from the dynamic spectrum access
technique devised in CRN, thus effectively presenting WSNs
as cognitive radio sensor networks (CRSN) [2].
Cognitive radio exploits the temporally unused spectrum
defined as the spectrum hole or white space of the licensed
users, known as primary users (PU) [1]. If the cognitive radio,
or secondary user (SU), encounters the primary user at the
licensed spectrum band, it performs spectrum handoff or
stays in the same band without interfering with the licensed
user by adapting its communication parameters such as
transmission power or modulation scheme. As for the unli-
censed spectrum bands in which the PUs cannot exist and all
users have the same priority to access the spectrum, dy-
namic spectrum access allows the user to utilize the spec-
trum more efficiently. Hence, the cognitive radio
technology enables the users to opportunistically access
the available licensed or unlicensed spectrum bands.

Due to the lack of dedicated spectrum bands in CRSN,
the opportunity of accessing the spectrum is always sensed
dynamically that prohibits the SUs to stipulate perfor-
mance guarantees. Thus, due to the continuously changing
physical layer characteristics, estimating the performance
of the cognitive radio user is of paramount importance
since the performance of the overlying protocols depends
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on some close estimate of the realized bandwidth and delay.
For example, if the flow admission control at the transport or
routing layer allows the large number of flows based on
spontaneous increase in bandwidth that diminishes soon,
QoS might be deteriorated awfully. Hence, it is indispens-
able to provide throughput and delay estimation of SUs that
persists over the long period of time to maintain the perfor-
mance of communication protocols, eventually mitigating
the shortcoming of dynamic spectrum access.

Performance analysis has been conducted in terms of
the delay estimation [13–17] and also the throughput
[4,8,9]. However, it has not been fairly investigated so far
with little attention on the potential capacity of cognitive
radio operated through common control channel. Gener-
ally, the existing studies [6,7] investigate the bandwidth
by means of spectrum sensing efficiency, which does not
reflect the bandwidth practically achievable by the SUs.
Similarly throughput is analyzed for a single channel ac-
cess in the common interference region where the poten-
tial of cognitive radio can be exploited to utilize multiple
channels. Hence, this is the first study that investigates
the performance of dynamic spectrum access for CRSN in
terms of both metrics bandwidth and delay by incorporat-
ing multiple channels access.

In this paper, we conduct performance analysis of sec-
ondary users in terms of the two fundamental metrics
bandwidth and delay under the given PU traffic model
and investigate its relationship with different factors, such
as, PU idle time, PU access time, number of PUs and also
the number of traffic channels that cause variations
dynamically. We employ a CSMA based MAC protocol that
uses a dedicated control channel to negotiate the use of a
traffic channel between a pair of SU sender and receiver.
The two performance metrics are derived based on the fact
that SUs can exploit the cognitive radio to simultaneously
access distinct traffic channels in the common interference
region. The delay estimation is based on the priority queu-
ing model M/G/C in which PUs belong to a high priority
queue while SUs are grouped into a low priority queue.
The queues are served through C servers or channels such
that the low priority queue is served only if the number of
PUs in the queue are lesser than the number of channels. It
is shown that, though, the bandwidth of a SU is limited due
to the PU traffic, the aggregated throughput can be en-
hanced significantly up to five times by enabling concur-
rent transmissions of SUs through distributed
coordination incorporated with the CSMA scheme and
the delay is also minimized significantly.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The
existing work on performance analysis of cognitive radio
network is reviewed in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe
the PU and SU network model. Section 4 provides an over-
view of the CSMA based MAC protocol along with the band-
width formulation for SUs. Numerical results are provided
in Section 5 and finally the paper is summarized in Section 6.
2. Related work

Performance of MAC protocols for cognitive radio net-
work has been investigated in the literature, where some
consider delay as the performance metric [13–17] while
other perform throughput analysis. These studies generally
model the PUs and SUs as priority queues giving PUs the
highest priority. Recently, a performance analysis of CSMA
MAC is also provided for ad hoc networks [3] but it does
not incorporate dynamic channel access in CRSN. In [13],
a M/G/1 system containing one primary user and multiple
secondary users is modeled to analyze the delay and
throughput on a single channel or server at a time with
the function of traffic and channel conditions. Based on
the analysis, the secondary user is considered to act as a
relaying terminal to assist the primary communication by
adopting an amplify-and-forward TDMA protocol. This
analysis does not apply to CRSN in which nodes can expe-
rience interference from many PUs and also the TDMA is
hard to implement in CRSN. Authors in [14] also investi-
gate the packet delay of SUs through queueing analysis
with PUs getting higher priority queue than SUs. In [15],
authors conduct performance analysis by considering both
spectrum sensing and retransmission. Stochastic network
calculus is employed to analyze performance distribution
bounds for both primary users and secondary users under
different retransmission schemes. Then performance anal-
ysis is conducted based on stochastic network calculus,
where expressions for backlog and delay bounds are de-
rived. These studies are based on the phenomenon that
only a single queue can be served at any given time ignor-
ing the potential of accessing multiple channels simulta-
neously in a common interference region. Delay of SUs is
also investigated in [16] using fluid queue theory in which
steady state queue length is analyzed for SUs. The delay
analysis is based on two cognitive radio interfaces em-
ployed by the SUs which does not apply to CRSN due to
the size and cost of nodes.

Performance is also analyzed in terms of secondary
users throughput. Some medium access control algorithms
analyse the throughput specific to their design approach.
In [4], bandwidth is restrained by an active pair of users
and the availability of multiple idle channels is not realized
simultaneously to obtain the potential bandwidth of cogni-
tive radio users. A power and rate adaptive CSMA based
protocol [8] analyses the potential bandwidth with the
aim of transmitting simultaneously with the PU, yet the
simultaneous access of channels is not explored for aggre-
gated bandwidth. SU performance is also analyzed in [9]
that models channels as preemptive queuing server allow-
ing PUs to preemept the channel from SUs, thus modeling
only the delay incurred in SU transmission and do not
investigate the bandwidth. Hence, the existing schemes
do not provide performance analysis of SUs in more rigor-
ous way to facilitate the operations of higher layer proto-
cols and this is the first study to investigate the problem
for CRSN.
3. System model

In this section, we describe the basic assumptions about
the cognitive radio sensor network for analyzing perfor-
mance. In cognitive radio sensor networks, primary users
are more privileged users of the spectrum unlike the
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secondary users. Therefore, secondary user (SU) nodes
dynamically sense the spectrum holes (channels) and
switch to the channels free of PU transmission or interfer-
ence. Although the traffic channels are not dedicated to the
SUs except the common control channel, but they are uti-
lized opportunistically. SU nodes keep on switching to dif-
ferent channels for data transmission since the arrival of a
primary user prohibit the use of the current channel. Thus,
the SU nodes use a dedicated common control channel to
negotiate the usage of potential data channel. Contention
on common control channel is induced in order to coordi-
nate data channel unlike medium sharing for data trans-
mission in IEEE 802.11 MAC, otherwise SU nodes would
not know about the use of current channel by their
neighbors.

3.1. Network model

We assume that there are N SUs deployed in the net-
work with their transmission range of r meters, which
are deployed in the field of Am2 area. The node density
(q) is then obtained by N=A. Moreover, nodes are equipped
with a single interface module that switches among C traf-
fic channels accessed opportunistically and a dedicated
common control channel CC. In addition to SU, there also
exists M PUs whose activity is modeled as exponentially
distributed with son seconds of ON state and soff seconds
OFF state with mean arrival rate of kp. Since each PU arrival
is independent, each transition follows the Poisson arrival
process. Thus, the length of ON and OFF periods are expo-
nentially distributed [5,7]. We also assume that the chan-
nels are not saturated by the PUs such that
Mson < C(son + soff) reasonably to concede for SUs
transmission.

Let the SUs traffic be modeled as the Poisson process
with the arrival rate ks. We also assume non-preemptive
SU transmission because a wireless transceiver cannot
transmit and receive simultaneously. That is, once the
SU transmission has commenced, it completes its frame
before releasing the channel. Thus, it might cause inter-
ference with the PU or delay its transmission, which is
controlled through the appropriate SU transmission
power [8]. When SU observes the spectrum to detect
the PU activity, the received signal Ss

rðtÞ takes the follow-
ing form [10]:

Ss
rðtÞ ¼

nðtÞ; if H0

nðtÞ þ SpðtÞ; if H1

�

where H0 represents the hypothesis corresponding to PU
idle state, and H1 to transmission state. n(t) is a zero-mean
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). We assume that
the energy detection is applied in a non-fading environ-
ment for spectrum sensing. The probability of detection
Pd and false alarm Pf are given as follows [10]:

Pd ¼ PrfY > �jH1g
Pf ¼ PrfY > �jH0g

where Y is the decision statistic obtained from energy
detection algorithm and � is the decision threshold. While
a low Pd would result in missing the presence of the PUs
with high probability which in turn increases the interfer-
ence to the PU, a high Pf would result in low spectrum uti-
lization since false alarms increase the number of missed
opportunities.

3.2. CSMA-based MAC

We assume that CSMA is employed for medium access
by the SUs, which is used to evaluate the performance of
MAC in CRSN. The CSMA-based MAC protocol is basically
the customized version of the IEEE 802.11 MAC that
incorporates the dynamic channel switching needed for
the SUs in CRSN. SUs exploit common control channel
to coordinate for the traffic channel among the list of C
channels sensed idle. This MAC is used to resolve conten-
tion on common control channel access for traffic chan-
nels negotiation between the SUs. A node intending to
transmit a packet, first seeks for an idle channel among
the list of possible channels and initiates its spectrum
sensing process. As soon as it finds a vacant channel, it
stops sensing and reports the result to medium access
algorithm. Assuming that the mean sensing period is Ts

for finding a vacant channel that can be optimally deter-
mined as a tradeoff between the interference with the
SUs and sensing latency [7]. The MAC algorithm is out-
lined as follows:

� Node ni having data for transmission initiates the spec-
trum sensing algorithm at physical layer and deter-
mines the most suitable traffic channel among the C
channels in terms of lower noise or higher vacancy ratio
statistically.
� It tunes to common control channel and senses the

carrier. If the carrier is busy it runs exponential back-
off algorithm and waits for some random backoff
period.
� If ni finds the channel idle, it waits for distributed inter-

frame space (DIFS) period and transmits traffic channel
request (C-RTS) beacon containing the vacant channel
hi.
� Node nj receives the C-RTS beacon and seeks for avail-

ability of hi in its vacant channels list or runs spectrum
sensing to determine its state that may take Ts seconds.
� If nj does not find the channel hi vacant then it reports

its own preferred channel hj.
� nj after waiting short inter-frame space (SIFS) or Ts,

whatever the maximum is, i.e., maxðSIFS; TsÞ, sends C-
CTS beacon to ni to acknowledge the availability of
channel hi and tunes to hi.
� When ni receives C-CTS and finds the notified chan-

nel hj, if hi = hj then it also tunes to hi otherwise it
initiates spectrum sensing for hj and repeats the
procedure.
� Now both the nodes are tuned to the negotiated traffic

channel hi for data transmission by ni. ni waits for DIFS
period and transmits the DATA frame of Tf period if the
channel is sensed idle. Otherwise it tunes to common
control channel and repeats the procedure for another
channel.
� nj receives the frame, waits for SIFS period, sends the D-

ACK message and tunes to common channel.



Fig. 1. Dynamic spectrum access of SUs driven by CC in which a pair SU1 coordinates with SU2 on CC to transmit data on channel C1, SU3 with SU4 on C2 and
SU5 with SU6 on C3 that occurs concurrently. Here, SU3 overhears CTS on CC from SU2 and backoffs, while SU5 finds CC free and completes its negotiation
before SU3 attempts again.
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� Any node close to ni overhearing C-RTS, does not utilize
the channel hi learned in the request beacon. Similarly
nodes overhearing C-CTS, do not access the channel hj

in their next frame transmission.

Thus, after a pair of SUs negotiate for the traffic channel
through a common control channel, they switch to the
traffic channel allowing the other contenders to initiate
negotiation while they are engaged in transmission on
the traffic channel as shown in Fig. 1. Hence, it allows
the SUs to access the vacant channels simultaneously giv-
ing them an opportunity to enhance their aggregated
bandwidth.

4. Performance of CSMA-based MAC in CRSN

The two fundamental metrics in measuring the perfor-
mance of any medium access protocol are bandwidth and
delay. Therefore, we focus on these two parameters in
CRSN to analyse its performance based on the use of
CSMA-based MAC protocol. For bandwidth estimation, we
derive a relationship between the achievable bandwidth
with the PU traffic model and PUs density apart from the
SUs density. The delay in medium access is analyzed by
applying priority queue analysis in which PUs are given
higher priority and assigned to higher priority queue un-
like the SUs served by the lower priority queue in cognitive
radio environment.

4.1. Bandwidth analysis

The bandwidth estimation is based on the CSMA algo-
rithm described in Section 3.2. We first evaluate the poten-
tial bandwidth for a single SU and then derive aggregated
bandwidth of multiple SUs that can be achieved by simul-
taneous transmission on different traffic channels. Given
the PU traffic model, the probability of a channel being in
occupied state is

pon ¼
son

son þ soff

As the number of PUs increases, the probability of active
state increases accordingly. On the other hand, the
probability of active state decreases with the increase in
the number of channels. Therefore, it yields

Pon ¼ 1� ð1� ponÞ
M
C ð1Þ

Similarly, the probability of a channel in idle state is
Poff = 1 � Pon. Let T be the maximum frame period defined
for a SU to transmit its maximum frame size.

There are two cases when SUs initiate transmission.

� PU is inactive and there is no false alarm of inferring the
received signal as a PU transmission. The attainable
data rate at a truly detected idle channel is
bsðtÞ ¼ blog2 1þ Ss
rðtÞ

nðtÞ

� �

RsðtÞ ¼ ðPoff � Pf Þ
T � Ts � To

T
bsðtÞ ð2Þ
To is the mean overhead period for negotiating the traf-
fic channel between the pair of transmitter and receiver
that takes place over the common control channel in
addition to the CSMA overhead. Moreover, a PU can ar-
rive at any time instant during the period T, thus caus-
ing interference that eventually converges to (1 � Poff)T

with the probability 1� e�h1
T

son
C
M , where h1 is the scaling

factor.
� PU is active but it is not detected by the SU due to spec-

trum sensing error. The data rate (Rf) achieved during
the falsely sensed idle channel is
bf ðtÞ ¼ blog2 1þ Ss
rðtÞ

nðtÞ þ SpðtÞ

� �

Rf ðtÞ ¼ ðPon � PdÞ
T � Ts � To

T
bf ðtÞ

ð3Þ
The probability that the PU remains active during the en-
tire frame period T is e�h1

T
son

C
M .

Thus the achievable rate R on any channel at time in-
stant t is obtained as

RðtÞ ¼ e�h1
T

son
C
MRsðtÞ þ 1� e�h1

T
son

C
M

� �
Rf ðtÞ ð4Þ
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Fig. 2. Priority queue model of CRSN for delay analysis.
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The total achievable rate is sum of the Rs(t) and Rf(t).
Note that Rs(t) is the rate when a channel is detected idle
but the PU might appear during frame period T later with
the given probability and therefore, rate is multiplied
with the active probability in T period. Similarly, Rf(t) is
the rate achieved as a result of false channel availability,
i.e., data rate in active state of PU while it is detected
inactive. If a PU is continuously active then nothing is
achievable due to high error rate. Here, we seek for the
data rate that is achieved when a PU is initially active
but could be inactive during frame period T with

1� e�h1
T

son
C
M

� �
probability.

Now, we compute the mean overhead time consumed
in traffic channel negotiation and the time essentially re-
quired to perform transmission in a CSMA based MAC. Gi-
ven the density of nodes, the number of nodes Nc in the
collision range of each other is q � pr2 at the transmission
range r. Thus, the probability of successful transmission ps

at kth attempt in a CSMA based technique for Nc contending
nodes is [11]

psðkÞ ¼
Nc

2kCWmin

X2kCWmin

w¼1

1� w

2kCWmin

� �Nc�1

As a result, the mean backoff delay ðTboÞ in a carrier
sensing based algorithm is computed as [12]

Tbo ¼
XQ

i¼1

psðiÞ
minð2iCWmin;CWmaxÞ � 1

2
d ð5Þ

where Q is the maximum number of retransmissions al-
lowed before the medium is assumed to be unavailable
and d is the contention slot length. Hence, the mean nego-
tiation delay ðTnÞ on a common control channel is com-
puted as

Tn ¼ Tbo þ DIFSþ Trts þ SIFSþ Tcts ð6Þ

where Trts and Tcts are the RTS and CTS frame delay, respec-
tively. This implies that a SU takes Tn seconds on average
before it starts data transmission on the negotiated data
channel. However, as a SU tunes to the traffic channel, it
senses carrier and waits for another DIFS period and starts
transmission in order to avoid collision with any transmis-
sion in progress. Similarly, the receiver waits for SIFS per-
iod and sends Ack. Hence, the overhead time To is
obtained by Tn þ DIFSþ SIFSþ Tack. Note that it is less likely
that the collision will occur with another SU on the traffic
channel since SUs overhearing RTS or CTS does not use the
negotiated channel in the following transmission. How-
ever, if they intended to use the same channel then either
they defer their transmission or they seek for another va-
cant channel. Hence, the bandwidth of a SU is not only lim-
ited due to the arrival rate of PUs but also the SUs
employing common control channel for data transmission
in a CSMA based MAC. Thus, the effective time available for
data frame is

Tf ¼ T � Ts � To ð7Þ

Note that SUs transmissions can take place concurrently
if the value of Tn is smaller than (DIFS + Tf + SIFS + Tack). The
aggregated bandwidth is achieved when the number of
available channels are sufficient to be selected different
by each pair of nodes. This probability is achieved by
e�h2

Nc
C for C channels and Nc contending nodes. Moreover,

it also depends on the common control channel blocking
probability to negotiate traffic the channels. Thus, the
aggregated bandwidth achieved by pairs of contenders is
obtained as

RþðtÞ ¼
XNc=2

n¼1

RðtÞe�h2
n
Cpn ð8Þ

where h2 is the scaling parameter controlling the relation-
ship between the number of contending SUs and the traffic
channels C. pn is the control channel non-blocking proba-
bility and is computed as

pn ¼ 1� Tn

DIFSþ Tf þ SIFSþ Tack

It can be seen that the bandwidth estimated in (4) as-
sumes a single transceiver but it can be extended to multi-
ple transceivers as well.

4.2. Delay analysis

Delay in CRSN is analyzed through priority queue sys-
tem in which a high priority queue (HPQ) is maintained
for PUs and the low priority queue (LPQ) is defined for
SUs. The number of possible channels are assumed to be
the number of servers in the system such that any server
can serve any queue. However, LPQ can be served only if
the size of HPQ is smaller than then number of servers
otherwise it remains in contention. Fig. 2 shows the prior-
ity queuing system used for modeling the CRSN. The wait-
ing time of a packet consists of three parts: time spent in a
queue waiting for the control channel access (Tq), channel
contention time in capturing and negotiating the data traf-
fic channel (Tn) and the average service time (transmission
time) on traffic channel (Td). For both classes, the packets
are served according to a first come first served discipline
(FCFS), but a packet of LPQ may start its transmission only
if there are no packets in HPQ. Given the fact that packets
arrive according to Poisson process and that the packet ser-
vice time is exponential in CSMA-based MAC, we use M/G/
C system to analyse the delay incurred in CRSN, where C is
the number of servers (channels) allowing simultaneous
transmission in cognitive radio.

During the PU active period, i.e., Ton, it is less likely for
the SUs to get any transmission opportunity unless the



Table 1
Definition of the variables used in the model, which are observed at time
slot t.

Symbol Description

M Number of PUs
N Number of SUs
C Number of data traffic channels
b Traffic channel bandwidth
son Time period during which a PU actively transmits
soff Time period during which a PU remains silent
kp Mean arrival rate of PUs
ks Mean arrival rate of SUs
Ss

rðtÞ Signal received by a SU at time t
Sp(t) Signal strength of a PU perceived by a SU at time t
R(t) Data rate of a SU at time t
R+(t) Aggregated data rate attainable by a number of SUs in

common interference region
Tbo Backoff time period in CSMA protocol
CWmin Minimum contention window size
CWmin Maximum contention window size

Table 2
Parameter values used in the computation.

Parameter Value

Number of PUs (M) 20
Number of traffic channels (C) 20
Traffic channel bandwidth (b) 1 MHz
PU mean idle period (soff) 0.5 s
PU mean busy period (son) 0.5 s
Common control channel data rate (Bcc) 512 kbps
Frame period (Tf) 50 ms
Maximum contention window size (CWmax) 1024
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PU signal is weak or probability of miss detection is high.
Therefore, the waiting time of SU due to the non empty
HPQ of M PUs over C channels is son � Pon. The service time
of the PUs (Ta) is assumed to be their ON period with the
deduction proportional to the probability of miss detection
by SUs, i.e., son(1 � pm). Since the PU might have to wait for
the completion of SU frame transmission Tf if in progress,
the waiting time for a PU in HPQ is obtained as

Tp
w ¼ Tf þ Ta

M
C

By Little’s theorem [18], M ¼ kpTp
w. Therefore, we have

Tp
w ¼ Tf þ

qpTp
w

C

where qp = Takp/C, which is the PUs utilization factor of
channels. This can be rewritten as

Tp
w ¼

Tf

1� qp
ð9Þ

For the SUs, the waiting time of the arrived packet de-
pends not only on the packets found upon arrival in HPQ
and LPQ but also on subsequent arrivals at the primary
user queue. Therefore, we have to include this delay in
the computation. Thus, the waiting time for the low prior-
ity queue of SUs is obtained as

Ts
w ¼ Tn þ TdNs þ TaM þ qpTs

w ð10Þ

where the SU service time Td = Ts + DIFS + Tf + SIFS + Tack

and Ns is the mean size of LPQ. When SUs can simulta-
neously access the traffic channel after negotiating on
common control channel, the waiting time in (10) yields

Ts
w ¼ Tn þ Td

Ns

minðNc;CÞ þ qpTs
w þ qpTs

w

ð11Þ

By Little’s law, we know that Ns ¼ ksNcTs
w. Substituting

in (11), we obtain

Ts
w ¼ qpTp

w þ Tn þ Td
ksNcTs

w

minðNc;CÞ þ TakpTs
w

ð12Þ

This can be simplified as

Ts
w ¼

qpTp
w þ Tn

1� qsNc

minðNc ;CÞ�qp

ð13Þ

where qs = Tdks and is the utilization of channels by SUs. If
we assume that the number of channels are sufficient to be
available to each pair of contending SUs, i.e., Nc 6 C, then
we can take minðNc;CÞ as Nc . As a result, we obtain the
delay for a SU to transmit over C possible servers or chan-
nels when the SUs transmit on distinct data channels
simultaneously after negotiating on common control chan-
nel. Thus, (13) becomes

Ts
w ¼

qpTp
w þ Tn

1� qs � qp
ð14Þ

Hence, the packet delay of a SU is obtained by (14) that de-
pends on the utilization of the traffic channels by PUs as
well as the control channel negotiation period for access-
ing the traffic channel (see Table 1).
5. Performance results

Performance is analysed for the both metrics; band-
width and delay. The results for bandwidth are obtained
for a single SU bandwidth using (4) as well as the aggre-
gated bandwidth for the number of SUs using (8). Values
of different parameters of the PU traffic model are listed
in Table 2 in addition to the SUs parameters used in the
computation. SUs are deployed uniformly and the den-
sity of nodes is varied by changing the transmission
range of nodes. Moreover, PUs appear randomly at differ-
ent points in the network and remain active on the ran-
domly selected channel during their defined active
period. SUs sequentially search the channel availability
and keep the channels list updated prior to the transmis-
sion of frame by MAC. This paper does not propose a
MAC protocol rather analyse the performance of a CSMA
based medium access protocol customized for cognitive
radio networks. A similar MAC protocol is also proposed
for multichannel ad hoc networks in [19]. Therefore, our
contribution is the performance analysis of a MAC proto-
col instead of the design of a MAC protocol, which is
performed in MATLAB.
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5.1. Single node bandwidth

The individual SU bandwidth is obtained by varying
the data frame period Tf at different values of the idle soff

and busy son periods of PUs. It can be seen in Fig. 3 that
the bandwidth of a SU initially increases by increasing
Tf and reaches to its maximum value at about 100 ms
but tends to decrease thereafter with the increase in Tf

depending on soff. However, the decremental trend de-
pends on how large the value of soff is. At larger soff value
of 0.8 s, it tends to decrease more, approximately 22%, but
is negligible at lower value of 0.2 s. It is due to the fact
that smaller idle period already embraces the interference
from PU in SUs transmission and therefore, does not af-
fect the bandwidth at the increased Tf values. Further-
more, we do not employ CSMA on traffic channels
assuming that the SU nodes are aware of the usage of
traffic channels through overhearing on common control
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Fig. 4. Per node bandwidth of a SU, where son varies between 0.2 and
0.8 s at different values of false alarm probability and soff = 1 � son.
channel. In case of longer frame period, transmission on
traffic channels is more prone to collision and interfer-
ence because it is highly likely that new SU entrants
would not overhear the CSMA messages on control chan-
nel and cause collision.

Similarly, the bandwidth is also reported in Fig. 4 for
different values of PU transmission period son by varying
the false alarm probability Pf. It is observed that the band-
width is significantly affected by increasing the false prob-
ability. At larger value of son = 0.8 s, the bandwidth
approaches to zero at lower Pf = 0.1. However it reduces
three times when son = 0.2 sec. This reveals that the higher
false alarm probability miserably hits the bandwidth when
the transmission opportunity is lesser for SUs due to higher
PU active period. Therefore, it is essential to keep the false
alarm probability much lower when the PU active period is
smaller.
5.2. Aggregated bandwidth

The aggregated bandwidth of SUs in common collision
range is obtained by varying the idle period soff as illus-
trated in Fig. 5. The aggregated bandwidth increases
about linearly with the increase in soff at higher value of
busy period (son = 1 s). However, the trend is exponential
for lower value (son = 0.25 s). Notably, the aggregated
bandwidth is achieved about five times higher than the
individual SU bandwidth. Thus, allowing transmission of
multiple SUs simultaneously by negotiating the channels
using CSMA based MAC on control channel, the spectrum
is utilized in a considerably efficient manner. Results are
also obtained by varying the busy period son as shown
in Fig. 6, which reports the contrasting trend in band-
width. It can be deduced that as the ratio Ton

Toff
gets lower,

the bandwidth increases exponentially, and when Ton
Toff

ratio

is higher, the increase is linear. On the other hand, lower

the ratio of Toff

Ton
is, exponential the decrease is and linear

otherwise.
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However, the frame duration Tf also affects the achiev-
able bandwidth along with the values of Ton and Toff. Fig. 7
reports the aggregated bandwidth at different values of Tf

by varying the SUs density. It is clear that the aggregated
bandwidth increases significantly by increasing the num-
ber of SUs, due to increased number of transmission
opportunities to be sensed and utilized. However, the
trend becomes smooth after 40 users since the spectrum
availability becomes bottleneck thereafter. Moreover, the
bandwidth is achieved higher at larger value of data
frame period Tf, which is about twice by increasing Tf four
times from 10 to 40 ms. This increase cannot persist for
larger values of Tf as illustrated in Fig. 3. Hence, exploiting
the cognitive radio capability of switching to different
channels dynamically, the aggregated bandwidth can be
improved significantly.

5.3. Delay in multiple channel access

To evaluate the potential of accessing multiple channels
in cognitive radio, we perform simulation under different
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Fig. 7. Aggregated bandwidth of SUs for varying frame period, where
soff = 0.5, son = 0.5 sec, M = 20, C = 20.
traffic scenarios for a given number of channels. In the first
scenario, we keep the number of PUs fixed and vary the ar-
rival of SUs at different active periods of PUs as shown in
Fig. 8. At lower activity of PUs when son = 0.15 sec and
son = 0.30 sec, SUs fully exploit the availability of all the
available channels that results in very small delay in the
order of SU frame period Tf. It is due to the fact that SUs
make use of different available data channels simulta-
neously at low PU activity after negotiating on common
control channel and do not backoff due to the SU transmis-
sion on data channels. Contrarily, the delay in [14] starts
increasing exponentially even at low PU activity as the
number of SUs increases, which cannot scale for CRSN.
Although the delay starts increasing exponentially in our
approach as the number of SUs, it happens at much higher
PUs activity, i.e., at son = 0.6 sec. Thus, accessing multiple
channels simultaneously provide lower delay that can im-
prove the performance for CRSN.

In another scenario, the delay of SUs is analysed by
varying the number of PUs at different values of SU frame
period. At lower frame period, the service rate is higher
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that results in lesser queue waiting time in LPQ as shown
in Fig. 9. For Tf = 10 ms and Tf = 20 ms, the mean packet de-
lay is observed to be close to the frame period at lower PUs
arrival. As the number of PUs increases, the delay increases
up to 100 ms. However, this increase is several orders
higher for larger frame period and grows exponentially
when Tf = 40 ms. Thus, to achieve lower delay, the SU
frame period should be kept smaller in order to improve
the service rate of LPQ, which is particularly important
when the number of PUs is larger. The impact of PUs activ-
ity on SU packet delay is also analysed by varying the
active period of PUs as shown in Fig. 10. The trend is ob-
served to be similar to the number of PUs in which delay
increases exponentially at higher active period son as it
goes beyond the 50% of the interval. However, if the frame
period is smaller, Tf 6 20 ms, then the delay is reported
lower up to 200 ms but the throughput is reduced. Hence,
the SUs packet delay can be estimated using (14) under dif-
ferent PUs traffic scenario that can be controlled by varying
SUs frame period as shown in the performance results.

6. Conclusion

This paper investigates the potential of cognitive radio
by realizing simultaneous use of distinct available chan-
nels in CRSN due to their high density. Such an effort does
not exist for the cognitive radio network in the literature.
Therefore, the study lays down a fundamental work on
two performance metrics and opens up new dimensions
to investigate other QoS metrics or application specific
requirements. Moreover, the performance analysis can also
be exploited in many other studies such that it helps read-
ers to investigate the performance of other MAC protocols
from the CSMA class.

We formulate the performance metrics bandwidth and
delay for SUs under the given PU traffic model and investi-
gate its relationship with different parameters changing
dynamically. A CSMA based MAC protocol is employed
with the support of a dedicated control channel to negoti-
ate the use of a traffic channel between a SU’s sender and
receiver. It is shown that the aggregated bandwidth can be
enhanced significantly up to five times by enabling concur-
rent transmissions through distributed channel coordina-
tion incorporated with the CSMA. Moreover, the packet
delay of SUs is significantly lower under higher PU activ-
ity that can be controlled by varying different network
parameters such as frame period, number of SUs and PUs
activity.
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